Abstract. This paper attempts to improve our understanding of timed languages and their relation to timed automata. We start by giving a constructive proof of the folk theorem stating that timed languages specified by the past fragment of MITL, can be accepted by deterministic timed automata. On the other hand we provide a proof that certain languages expressed in the future fragment of MITL are not deterministic, 4 and analyze the reason for this asymmetry.
Introduction
In this paper we compare the past and future fragments of the real-time temporal logic MITL [AFH96] with respect to the recognizability of their models by deterministic timed automata. To put our work in context we first discuss past and future in untimed temporal logic, the question of online and offline monitoring as well as some related work on real-time logics and timed languages.
Past and Future in LTL
Propositional linear-time temporal logic (LTL) is a commonly-accepted formalism for specifying properties of finite-state discrete systems [MP95b] . The semantic models for LTL are typically sequences which are infinite toward the future and finite toward the past. 5 On this semantic domain there is a "typing" asymmetry between models of properties expressed in the past fragment of LTL, which are star-free 6 regular languages, and models for formulae written using the future fragment which are star-free regular © -languages. To facilitate a closer comparison of the expressive power of the two This work was partially supported by the European Community project IST-2003-507219 PROSYD (Property-based System Design). 4 As far as we know, no systematic techniques for proving such facts have been developed for timed automata since their introduction 15 years ago until recently. 5 In other words the "carrier set" is isomorphic to , not . Languages over bi-infinite sequences have been studied in [NP86] . 6 The word star-free comes from the characterization of these languages as those definable using a special class of regular expressions the do not use the Kleene star but allow intersection and complementation, see [MNP71] .
Deterministic Automata and Online Monitors
Monitoring is the process of testing whether a given behavior satisfies a property (or, equivalently, belongs to the corresponding language ). This process can be performed in two different fashions. Offline monitoring starts after the whole sequence is given. Online monitoring is interleaved with the process of reading the sequence and is similar to the way the sequence is read by an automaton. Online monitors can detect violation or satisfaction as soon as they happen, which can be after a small prefix of the sequence. 8 This is advantageous for two reasons: for monitoring real systems (rather than simulated ones) offline monitoring is a post-factum analysis and can be too late to be useful. Even for simulated systems, where monitoring is used as a lightweight alternative to formal 7 We mention the results of [MP90] which show how to go from counter-free automata to past LTL formulae and from counter-free -automata to mixed past-future formulae which are Boolean combinations of formulae of the form " ! where ! is a past formula. An alternative proof of the fact that all LTL formulae can be brought to this normal form appears in [LPZ85] . 8 To be more precise, violation or satisfaction of a property based on a prefix can be declared when all possible continuations of the prefix are equivalent with respect to the formula. Such a prefix is called "definitive" in [EFH# 03]. If the corresponding automaton is minimal, this fact can be easily detected by entering a "sink"state, either rejecting (for violation of safety) or accepting (satisfaction of eventuality). For non-minimal automata the analysis is a bit more involved.
verification, early detection may reduce simulation time significantly. In analog circuits, the application domain that triggered this work, simulations can be very long.
In [MN04] we have developed an offline monitoring procedure for the real-time logic MITL $% £& ( ' . This procedure, which was used to monitor properties of real-valued signals, scans the signal from the end backwards and propagates truth values from subformulae "upward" and from the present to the past. In order to have an online version of this procedure, we somehow need to produce an automaton-like mechanism that reads Boolean signals, and whose state during reading is sufficiently detailed to detect acceptance or rejection as they occur. To follow the same recipe as in the untimed case, one would like to transform a formula to a timed automaton to be used as a monitoring procedure. However, the natural translation of MITL yields non-deterministic or alternating timed automata which, in the general case, do not determinize [AD94] . There are several remedies for this problem:
1. Use the important observation of Tripakis [Tri02, KT04] that on-the-fly determinization with respect to a given non-Zeno signal is possible for any timed automaton. The reason for non-determinizability of certain automata is the need to memorize the times of all events that have occurred within a bounded time window, without any a-priori bound on their number. In monitoring, we observe a signal with a fixed number of events, which can generate only a finite number of non-deterministic choices and hence the restriction of the automaton to this signal is amenable to subset construction. 2. Develop a piecewise-backward version of the procedure in [MN04] which after every new event or sampling point, restarts the propagation of truth values backwards (in most cases the propagation need not go back too far). 3. Use specification formalisms that correspond to deterministic timed automata.
This work is the result of attempting to follow the third approach.
Related Work
The study of real-time specification formalisms started in the eighties and generated numerous logics, results and papers. The reader is advised to look at surveys and discussions of these logics [AH92a, Hen98, HR04] , of timed automata [Alu99] and timed languages in general [Asa04] . Without purporting to be exhaustive, we mention some relevant results.
The real-time logic MITL was introduced in [AFH96] as a restriction of the more general logic MTL (metric temporal logic) of [Koy90] . The restriction of time modalities to positive-length intervals was intended to guarantee decidability but recent results [OW05, LW05] show that this restriction is not necessary for deciding MTL over finitary event-based semantics. The original version of MITL contained only future temporal operators and [AFH96] give a procedure for translating an MITL formula into a non-deterministic timed automaton with the satisfiability and model-checking problems being EXPSPACE-complete. The non-determinizable nature of MITL is hinted in the paper.
Event-recording automata, where only the time of the last occurrence of every input letter can be remembered by a clock, have been shown to be determinizable in [AFH99] .
Event-clock automata, introduced in the same paper, constitute a generalization of the latter which allow also "event-predicting" clocks. Event-clock logic is another decidable real-time logic which is equally expressive as MITL [RSH98] and which can be naturally translated into determinizable event-clock automata. However those become non-deterministic when expressed as classical Alur-Dill automata. 9 An investigation of past and future versions of MITL was carried out in [AH92b] where the "prediction" feature of event-clock automata was replaced by the ability of the automaton to change the direction of reading. The authors describe a strict hierarchy of timed languages based on the number of direction reversals needed to recognize them (which corresponds roughly to the nesting depth of past and future operators). The deterministic nature of the past fragment of MITL is mentioned as a corollary of that hierarchy but no explicit proof is given.
Real-time monitoring tools often rely on temporal logics as their property specification language, but typically under a discrete-time interpretation. For example, [KPA03] use LTL) , standard LTL augmented with freeze quantifiers, while in [TR04] the monitoring procedure uses MTL. In [Gei02] the dense semantics is preserved but additional restrictions on MITL are imposed in order to guarantee determinizability. These include the restriction of timed modalities to intervals of the form 01 3 2 5 4 5 6 and disallowing arbitrary nesting of temporal operators.
In [MP04] we started focusing on deterministic timed automata because of the belief that some fundamental concepts of automata theory are better studied in a deterministic framework. We have defined there a notion of recognizability and have shown that is coincides with acceptance by deterministic timed automata. The current paper is part of the quest for a matching specification formalism.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe signals along with the logic MITL. In Section 3 we define the variant of timed automata that we use as signal acceptors. The proof of determinizability of the past fragment of MITL is given in Section 4 followed, in Section 5, by the proof of non-determinizability of the future fragment and a discussion of the reasons. Further contemplations close the paper.
Signals and their Temporal Logic
Two basic semantic domains can be used to describe timed behaviors. Time-event sequences consist of instantaneous events separated by time durations while discretevalued signals are functions from time to some discrete domain. The reader may consult the introduction to [ACM02] or [Asa04] for more details on the algebraic characterization of these domains. In this work we use Boolean signals as the semantic domain, but the extension of the results to time-event sequences (which are equivalent to the timed traces used by Alur and Dill [AD94]) need not be a difficult exercise.
Let the time domain 7 be the set 8 @ 9 B A of non-negative real numbers. A finite length Boolean signal is a partial function restricted to the domain of definition of the signal in question. We call these operations, respectively, forward and backward shifting.
We define the logic MITL $% £& ( ' as a bounded version of the real-time temporal logic MITL [AFH96] , such that all temporal modalities are restricted to intervals of the form 0 2 u X 6 with 1 h g i k j T and 2 u Q a l b . The use of bounded temporal properties is one way to interpret temporal logic over finite-duration traces. The basic formulae of MITL $% £& m ' are defined by the grammar 
The satisfaction of a formula by the whole signal is defined differently for the past and future fragments. For the past it is defined backwards as 
The last three features do not change the expressive power of timed automata, see [SV96] , but allow us to treat clocks in a more "dynamic" fashion. Note that clock inactivity in a state can be encoded implicitly by the fact that in all paths emanating from the state, the clock is reset to zero before being tested [DY96] . The use of signals is motivated by our application domain and replicating our results to event-based semantics is left as an exercise.
The set of valuations of a set The behavior of the automaton as it reads a signal consists of an alternation between time progress periods where the automaton stays in a state ³ as long as 0g h 6 @ S ¼ } X ³ w Y and R Ã holds , and discrete instantaneous transitions guarded by clock conditions. Formally, a step of the automaton is one of the following:
Definition 1 (Timed Automaton). A timed automaton over signals is a tuple1S
and y g satisfies R Ã (due to the structure of R Ã this holds as well for every
). 
A run is accepting if the last configuration
. The language of the automaton consists of all signals carried by accepting runs.
A timed automaton is input-deterministic if every input signal admits a unique run, a property guaranteed by the following two conditions:
Transition determinism: for every two transitions
These two conditions imply that while reading a given signal, the automaton cannot be in two or more configurations simultaneously for any positive-length duration.
From Past MITL

Ö× ØÙ Ò Ú to Deterministic Timed Automata
In this section we show how to build a deterministic timed automaton for any past MITL $% £& m ' formula. The construction follows the same lines as the compositional construction of [Pnu03] for untimed future temporal logic, where an automaton for a formula observes the states of the automata that correspond to its sub-formulae. This construction is particularly attractive for past temporal logic where the correspondence between states in the automaton and satisfaction of a sub formula is more direct.
We illustrate the idea underlying the proof on the formula $% £& ( ' for some past formula . Intuitively, an automaton that accepts such a language should monitor the truth value of and memorize, using clocks, the times when this value has changed. Memorizing all such changes may require an unbounded number of clocks, but as we shall see, only a finite number of those is sufficient since not all occurrence times of these changes need to be remembered.
Consider signal of Figure 1 -(a), a clock § ª reset to zero at the Û ) Ý Ü time becomes true and a clock Þ ª reset when becomes false. For this example $% £& m ' is true exactly when
. Due to the monotonicity of the clock dynamics, whenever Þ ¡ goes beyond , its value becomes irrelevant for the satisfaction of the acceptance condition, it can be discarded together with § ¡ . By itself, this fact does not guarantee finiteness of the number of clocks because we assume no a-priori bound on the variability of . Consider now Figure 1-(b) , where the second rise of is less than time after the preceding fall. In this case, condition 
The automaton depicted in Figure 2 , is a kind of an "event recorder" for accepting signals satisfying $% £& ( ' . Its set of discrete states » is partitioned into
with the intended meaning that the Boolean sequences that encode states correspond to the qualitative histories that they memorize, that is, the patterns of remembered rising and falling of that have occurred less than time ago. The clocks of the automaton are
, each measuring the time since its corresponding event. Naturally, clock § ª is active only at states
first occurs the automaton moves from 1 to 1 ầ and resets § ¡ . When becomes false it moves to 1 ầ e 1 while resetting Þ ¡ . From there the following three continuations are possible:
1. If remains false for more than time, the true episode of can be forgotten and the automaton moves to 1 2. If becomes true within less than n time, the false episode is forgotten and the automaton returns to 1 ầ 3. If becomes true after more than n time the automaton resets § ¢ and moves to 1 ầ e 1 ầ .
Transitions of type 1 may happen in all states that record ã changes or more. They occur when the first falling of is more than time old and hence the values of clocks § ¡ and Þ ¡ can be forgotten. In order to keep the number of clocks bounded, this transition is accompanied by "shifting" the clocks values, that is, applying the operations § ª C S § ª ¡ and
The effect of this shifting operation when a transition from
is taken is illustrated in Table 1 . Proof: By induction on the structure of the formula. For a proposition p we build the deterministic two-state automatonŢS which moves to and from the accepting state according to the current value of p . For r E we take the automaton¸å and complement its acceptance condition while for t we do a Cartesian product of¸å andŢ . Combining this with the previous lemma the result is established.
Future MITL is Non-deterministic
In this section we demonstrate the existence of a timed language , definable in future MITL, which cannot be accepted by any deterministic automaton. Consider the formula
and the language consisting of all signals of length y that satisfy it. Models of this formula are two-dimensional Boolean signals that satisfy some relation between the times p is true in the interval 01 3 2 5 6 and times when ³ holds in 0 2 u y X 6 (see Figure 4 ). An automaton for reads first the p part and memorizes what is required to memorize in order to determine whether the ³ part is accepted. 6 (see Figure 5) . Clearly g h will be rejected due to unfulfilled eventuality in the interval while h will be accepted because generates no obligations for this interval which are not fulfilled by the true values of h on both sides of the interval. Hence, while reading the p -part the automaton should memorize the exact form of the signal, and since its variability is not bounded, an unbounded number of clocks is needed to memorize the times when p changes.
Corollary 1 (Future MITL is not Deterministic).
There are languages expressible in future MITL which cannot be recognized by any deterministic timed automaton.
This raises an intriguing question: why for specifications expressed in past MITL, the automaton can forget certain small changes in p that persist less than 3 time? Below we give an answer to this question.
Consider However, when we relax punctuality and use interval time modalities, the symmetry between past and future is broken and the automaton for the corresponding past formula
can ignore short episodes. The reason is due to the inter-relationship between the direction of the implication and the Minkowski sum. In a future interval modality, an event that happens at g may create an obligation for something to hold somewhere or throughout the future interval g i 0 2 5 w 6 S 0g y 2 w g y X 6 . In the past modality a future event at time g h is implied by something that could/should have happened at the interval g h w 0 2 u X 6 S T 0g h w l 2 w g h s l 6 . Anything that lasts less then l does not generate its own specific obligations (obligations that are not already generated by neighboring segments of the signal). Logically speaking, (2) translates into the the first-order formula 
